
MESSAGE TO THE PEOPLE FROM THE PEOPLE 

 
 
Dear Citizens, 
 
It is with strength, respect and determination that we, the sovereign 
people of the earth, and of France, send you this message ! 
 
At a time when we, the people, are confined in our houses, and those have been turned into 
personal prisons, our prison walks are made of fear, we have the obligation to present a 
“passport” worthy of the 1940 war in France, to present to the police or the new Gestapo ; 
we make our "Traversée de Paris" in fear of the militia. 
  
In fact we have 
realized, thanks to the current situation in our country, those who govern us take advantage 
of the situation to pass laws without asking our opinion, going 
from decree to decree, all more liberal and criminal than the others ! The 
laws on medical treatments, prohibited treatments, the chloroquine that for 70 
years has been distributed without a prescription, and prescripted for many different 
diseases, in addition to COVID-19, even the government’s delirium that is getting 
corrupted by the pharmaceutical lobbies, the laws in favour to the 5G’s, to install the anteans 
wherever they want despite the risks to the people security, 
make this country today, the worse country in the world to grant all privileges to the mobile 
phone companies, allowing them to kill us with their toxic waves, and this is scientifically 
proven. 
 
This handful of men, elected to protect the French people, have allowed themselves 
to imprison the people under the pretext of a flu virus that is largely 
controllable by our collective and private responsibilities for hygiene 
and prevention. This handful of irresponsible rulers and flamboyant 
amateurs have done everything to limit our less fundamental freedoms 
under false and criminal pretexts !  
 
The disappearance of chirurgical protective 
masks, chirurgical paper vest and garments going to shreds, including the chloroquine 
scandal, our gouvernement forbids it. The 
chloroquine scandal, the incoherent medical isolation, the scandal of tests that 



are ineffective on the one hand and banned on the other to hide, absence of the true 
statistics of contagion, the defective Chinese medical equipment that causes 
allergies, mouldy materials, protective clothing that falls apart, purring at risk and placing the 
French hospitals at the level of a Third World country ; banned, 
hidden and never mentioned medical care and treatment, the lack of consideration for the 
right diagnostic of the 
epidemic disease by treating it anyway with the wrong medical tools.  
COVID-19 pneumonia ? Of course 
not, because the respiratory difficulties are linked to a blood oxygenation problem, it 
looks like pneumonia, but it is not and is treated as such. Voluntary 
ignorance of fench health authorities about the actual diagnosis of this pandemic. 
 
Our rulers laugh at us, play with the lives of the people without the 
slightest scruple, while continuing in their old paradigms of lies and 
endless debts, which lead us straight to an economic and social crisis 
even more devastating than the 1929 economic crisis. 

 
   -  “It will then, become our true pandemic.” 
 
The time has come for us, the earth people, the French people to express with firm 
determination our indignation and our rejection of all this comedy ! 
 
You who applaud the nursing staff every night ! Be worthy of them ! 
 
That is why, every day from Sunday, April 12, 2020 at 14:00, we must 
make our anger known through our windows, doors and balconies, and make 
the pots and pans ring and hang banners from our House/prisons to shout out 
our anger and our disagreement with this criminal policy. 
 
 
Of course, this message is the first warning shot of the people to the 
State! The next one will be for our liberation from the joke of this 
dictatorship methodically established by those who govern us and their 
ministry ! 



 
A big thank you to us, we are the people of the earth,  of today, of 
tomorrow... 
 
 
Strength and courage to all 

 

 

 


